William Bradley (1758–1833)
*View of the Governor's House at Sydney in Port Jackson, New South Wales, Jan'y 1791*
watercolour
Pictures Collection
nla.cat-vn1291412

Augustus Earle (1793–1838)
*Government House and Part of the Town of Sidney N.S. Wales, 1828*
watercolour
Rex Nan Kivell Collection (Pictures)
nla.cat-vn2316026

Augustus Earle (1793–1838)
*Families Camped in the Port Stephens Area, New South Wales, 1826*
watercolour
Rex Nan Kivell Collection (Pictures)
nla.cat-vn793540

Augustus Earle (1793–1838)
*The Farm House of W. Lawson Esqre., N.S. Wales*  c.1826
watercolour
Rex Nan Kivell Collection (Pictures)
nla.cat-vn2326762

Augustus Earle (1793–1838)
*Mr. Cowell’s Farm on the Coast, 60 Miles South of Sidney*  c.1827
watercolour
Rex Nan Kivell Collection (Pictures)
nla.cat-vn793923
Livingston Hopkins (1846–1927)
*Clyde Street, Millers Point, The Rocks*  1893
etching
Pictures Collection
nla.cat-vn2958787

Livingston Hopkins (1846–1927)
*Man Carrying Shoulder Baskets, The Rocks, Sydney*  1886
etching
Pictures Collection
nla.cat-vn1552623

Charles Bayliss (1850–1897)
*Wentworth House Boarding House, Charlotte Place, Later Grosvenor Street, Sydney, c.1875*
albumen silver photograph
Pictures Collection
nla.cat-vn4266874

Charles Bayliss (1850–1897)
*Pitt Street from Hunter Street, Sydney, New South Wales, c.1880*
albumen silver photograph
Pictures Collection
nla.cat-vn4269708

Charles Bayliss (1850–1897)
*Sydney Technical College Building Exterior, 1889, 2*
in *Photographs of Premises Occupied by the Board of Technical Education of New South Wales, 1889*
albumen silver photograph
Pictures Collection
nla.cat-vn2394399
Charles Bayliss (1850–1897)
*St. Peter’s Anglican Church, St Peters, New South Wales* between 1876 and 1895
albumen silver photograph
Pictures Collection
nla.cat-vn6003789

Charles Bayliss (1850–1897)
*Garden Palace, Sydney International Exhibition Building* 1879
in *Album of Photographs of the Sydney Exhibition Building and Other Sydney Buildings* 1879
albumen silver photograph
Pictures Collection
nla.cat-vn3044119

Samuel Thomas Gill (1818–1880)
*Gaol, One View, Side Next the Torrens, Adelaide* 1840s
pencil, black and grey watercolour
Rex Nan Kivell Collection (Pictures)
nla.cat-vn1963672

Samuel Thomas Gill (1818–1880)
*Company Buildings, Rundle Street, Adelaide* 1840s
pencil, black and grey watercolour
Rex Nan Kivell Collection (Pictures)
nla.cat-vn457122

Samuel Thomas Gill (1818–1880)
*Mill at North Adelaide on the Torrens* 1840s
pencil, black and grey watercolour
Rex Nan Kivell Collection (Pictures)
nla.cat-vn2340112

Samuel Thomas Gill (1818–1880)
*Royal Arcade, Melbourne, c.1870*
watercolour
Rex Nan Kivell Collection (Pictures)
nla.cat-vn1980274
Samuel Thomas Gill (1818–1880)
*Village in the Northern Interior of South Australia* c.1846
watercolour
Pictures Collection
nla.cat-vn1980971

Robert Russell (1808–1900)
*Old Windmill, Government Domain, Sydney, 1835*
black and grey watercolour
Pictures Collection
nla.cat-vn925581

Conrad Martens (1801–1878)
*View in the Town of Sydney* 1853
watercolour
Pictures Collection
nla.cat-vn1995733

Conrad Martens (1801–1878)
*Craigend, Sydney* 1836
watercolour
Rex Nan Kivell Collection (Pictures)
nla.cat-vn1996578

Eugen von Guérard (1811–1901)
*Mr. Muirhead’s Station* 1856
oil on canvas
Pictures Collection
nla.cat-vn2355318

Nicholas Chevalier (1828–1902)
*The Old and New Home-stations, Victoria* 1870
watercolour
Rex Nan Kivell Collection (Pictures)
nla.cat-vn2706615
Jacques Carabain (1834–1933)
George Street, Sydney, 1889
oil on canvas
Pictures Collection
nla.cat-vn351690

H.N.E. Cook (active 1880–1899)
Melbourne Post Office 1883
oil on canvas
Pictures Collection
nla.cat-vn1874128

François Cogné (1829–1883)
Collins Street from Queen Street
Melbourne: Schuhkrafft's, c.1863
lithograph
Rex Nan Kivell Collection (Pictures)
nla.cat-vn14461

Charles Blanchard
Liverpool Street, Hobart Town 1879
oil on canvas
Pictures Collection
nla.cat-vn379039

Fred Hardie
Watts Street, Newcastle, N.S.W.
in Australian Photographs by G.W. Wilson & Co. Ltd 1892–1893
albumen silver photographs
Pictures Collection
nla.cat-vn3044871

Townsend Duryea (1823–1888)
Rundle St., West End
in Duryea’s Adelaide Album c.1866
albumen silver photograph
Pictures Collection
nla.cat-vn1585456
Samuel White Sweet, (1825–1886)
**Prince Alfred College, Adelaide**
**St. Peter’s College, Adelaide**
in *Captain Sweet’s Views of South Australia* between 1869 and 1889
gelatin silver photographs
Pictures Collection
[link](nla.cat-vn1586298)

John Watt Beattie (1859–1930)
**Elizabeth St. from Union Bank, Hobart** 1890s
in *Album of Photographs of Tasmania*
albumen photograph
Pictures Collection
[link](nla.cat-vn147208)

Henry Beaufoy Merlin (c.1830–1873) and Charles Bayliss (1850–1897)
**B.O. Holtermann Archive of Merlin and Bayliss Photographic Prints of New South Wales and Victoria** between 1872 and 1888
albumen silver photographs
Pictures Collection
[link](nla.cat-vn4395104)

William Hetzer (active 1850–1867)
**Bullock Team, George Street, Sydney, c.1860**
albumen silver photograph
Pictures Collection
[link](nla.cat-vn3964580)

Antoine Fauchery (c.1827–1861)
**Bank of Victoria, Collins Street** 1858
albumen silver photograph
Pictures Collection
[link](nla.cat-vn172822)
Charles Henry Kerry (1857–1928)
*A Miner’s Hut, Lithgow Valley, New South Wales, c.1885*
albumen silver photograph
Pictures Collection
nla.cat-vn882368

Paul Foelsche (1831–1914)
*Allen & Co.’s Store, June 1883*
gelatin silver photograph
Pictures Collection
nla.cat-vn2321828

Richard Daintree (1832–1878)
*Settlers Outside a Hut in the Bush, Gympie, Queensland*  c.1870
albumen silver photograph, overpainted in oil, on canvas
Rex Nan Kivell Collection (Pictures)
nla.cat-vn1867108

*The Australian Home Beautiful: A Journal for the Home Builder*
Melbourne: United Press, August 1927
Australian Contemporary Publications
nla.cat-vn 94923

*The Australian Home Beautiful: A Journal for the Home Builder*
Melbourne: United Press, July 1934
Australian Contemporary Publications
nla.cat-vn 94923

*The Australian Home Beautiful: A Journal for the Home Builder*
Melbourne: United Press, May 1935
Australian Contemporary Publications
nla.cat-vn 94923

Sydney Ure Smith (1887–1949)
*The Barn, Evening*  1910s
etching
nla.cat-vn2089190
Sydney Ure Smith (1887–1949)
Post Office from Wynyard Street, Sydney, March 1916
etching
Pictures Collection
nla.cat-vn2065998

Sydney Ure Smith (1887–1949)
Old Cottage, Elizabeth Street, Sydney, January 1916
etching
Pictures Collection
nla.cat-vn543625

John Shirlow (1869–1936)
Russell Street Melbourne, 1904 in Collection of Fifty Etchings of Melbourne 1895–1915
etching
Pictures Collection
nla.cat-vn8129393

John Shirlow (1869–1936)
The Law Courts Tower (with Rag Pickers), Melbourne, 1914 in Collection of Fifty Etchings of Melbourne 1895–1915
etching
Pictures Collection
nla.cat-vn8129404

John Shirlow (1869–1936)
La Trobe Place off Little Bourke Street, 1915 in Collection of Fifty Etchings of Melbourne 1895–1915
etching
Pictures Collection
nla.cat-vn8129572
John Shirlow (1869–1936)
The Gothic Spire [Collins Street], Melbourne, 1914 in Collection of Fifty Etchings of Melbourne 1895–1915
etching
Pictures Collection
nla.cat-vn8129400

Harold Cazneaux (1878–1953)
Winter Pattern, Anzac Memorial, Sydney c.1933
gelatin silver photograph
Pictures Collection
nla.cat-vn1986200

Harold Cazneaux (1878–1953)
Lighting Up (Electric Light), Sophia Street, Surry Hills, N.S.W., c.1911
gelatin silver photograph
Pictures Collection
nla.cat-vn1963961

Harold Cazneaux (1878–1953)
A Vision of the Past c.1923
gelatin silver photograph
Pictures Collection
nla.cat-vn1986191

Harold Cazneaux (1878–1953)
The Old Homestead, N.S.W. 1920s
bromoil photograph
Pictures Collection
nla.cat-vn1986868

Harold Cazneaux (1878–1953)
The Old Treasury Building, Sydney, N.S.W. 1910s
bromoil photograph
Pictures Collection
nla.cat-vn464647
Harold Cazneaux (1878–1953)
*St. Phillips from Margaret Street, Sydney*  c.1908
gelatin silver photograph
Pictures Collection
nla.cat-vn464676

Harold Cazneaux (1878–1953)
*Going Home, Doohat Lane, North Sydney, 1910*
gelatin silver photograph
Pictures Collection
nla.cat-vn6808586

Harold Cazneaux (1878–1953)
*Sunlit Cottage, Berrys Bay, North Sydney*  c.1910
gelatin silver photograph
Pictures Collection
nla.cat-vn6811409

Hardy Wilson (1881–1955)
*Lady Franklin Museum, near Hobart, Tasmania*  1915
pencil
Pictures Collection
nla.cat-vn2252329

Hardy Wilson (1881–1955)
*Old Government House, Parramatta, N.S.W.*  1917
pencil
Pictures Collection
nla.cat-vn2256286

Hardy Wilson (1881–1955)
*Clarendon, 1809*  c.1919
watercolour
Pictures Collection
nla.cat-vn738837
Hardy Wilson (1881–1955)
House in Campbell Street, Hobart, 1916
pencil and French crayon
Pictures Collection
nla.cat-vn2256479

Hardy Wilson (1881–1955)
The Burdekin House, Macquarie Street, Sydney  1917
pencil
Pictures Collection
nla.cat-vn738820

Hardy Wilson (1881–1955)
Liverpool Hospital, Liverpool, N.S.W.  1922
pencil and French crayon
Pictures Collection
nla.cat-vn2266678

Lionel Lindsay (1874–1961)
The Dilapidated Barn, Kurrajong, New South Wales  1924
spirit aquatint and burnishing
Pictures Collection
nla.cat-vn1554540

Lionel Lindsay (1874–1961)
Quelltaler House, Adelaide, South Australia  c.1922
wood engraving
Pictures Collection
nla.cat-vn1685189

Lionel Lindsay (1874–1961)
The Ferns, Creswick  1922
wood engraving
Pictures Collection
nla.cat-vn1687574
Lionel Lindsay (1874–1961)
The Farm, Ambleside, South Australia  1922
wood engraving
Pictures Collection
nla.cat-vn1687582

Lionel Lindsay (1874–1961)
Old Essex Street, Sydney, 1931
drypoint
Pictures Collection
nla.cat-vn1609470

Lionel Lindsay (1874–1961)
The Union Club, Sydney, 1913
aquatint and etching
Pictures Collection
nla.cat-vn1615195

Lionel Lindsay (1874–1961)
Argyle Cut, the Bond Store, Sydney, 1919
etching
Pictures Collection
nla.cat-vn96387

Lionel Lindsay (1874–1961)
Great Tower, Sydney University, 1936
etching
Pictures Collection
nla.cat-vn1618870

Lionel Lindsay (1874–1961)
An Old Carriage Way, Cumberland Street, Sydney, 1920
etching
Pictures Collection
nla.cat-vn1622848
Lionel Lindsay (1874–1961)
*Old Education Department, Sydney, 1911*
mezzotint and etching
Pictures Collection
nla.cat-vn105149

Lionel Lindsay (1874–1961)
*Evening News Office, Market Street, Sydney, 1926*
etching and drypoint
Pictures Collection
nla.cat-vn5743687

David Davies (1864–1939)
*Spencer Terrace, Melbourne*  c.1925
oil on canvas
Pictures Collection
nla.cat-vn284494

Alexander Colquhoun (1862–1941)
*Building on Corner of Old Spring and Latrobe Streets, Melbourne*  c.1930
oil on academy board
Pictures Collection
nla.cat-vn351816

Herbert Gallop (1890–1958)
*Princes Street, Sydney: Demolition of the Rocks Area*  c.1925
oil on canvas on plywood
Pictures Collection
nla.cat-vn1869779

Herbert Gallop (1890–1958)
*Elizabeth Street, Sydney, by Night*  c.1930
oil on canvas
Pictures Collection
nla.cat-vn347445
Exterior Pyrmont Incinerator, Sydney, New South Wales  c. 1935
Sepia-toned gelatin silver photograph
Pictures Collection
nla.cat-vn3788887

Exterior View of Moon House at Castlecrag, Sydney, New South Wales, 1921–1930
gelatin silver photograph
Pictures Collection
nla.cat-vn3770486

Exterior View of Newly Completed Langi Flats, Toorak, Melbourne  c.1925
sepia-toned gelatin silver photograph
Pictures Collection
nla.cat-vn3772234

View of the Completed Chinese Club, Melbourne  1922
sepia-toned gelatin silver photograph
Pictures Collection
nla.cat-vn3788727

Isabel Farran (1849–1920)
Fort Denison, Pinchgut  c.1905
watercolour
Pictures Collection
nla.cat-vn2086765

Eirene Mort (1879–1977)
Franklyn Vale Homestead, Mount Mort Region, Queensland, 1936, 2
in Tracks, Part II, Sydney to Brisbane  1936
pencil
Pictures Collection
nla.cat-vn1509999
John Degotardi Junior (1860–1937)
*Cumberland Place [Rocks, Sydney], 1901*  
gelatin silver photograph  
Pictures Collection  
[nla.cat-vn3990266](nla.cat-vn3990266)

John Bertram Eaton (1881–1966)
*Steps in a Courtyard, Victoria*  between 1920 and 1940  
gelatin silver photograph  
Pictures Collection  
[nla.cat-vn6613000](nla.cat-vn6613000)

John Bertram Eaton (1881–1966)
*The Milking Shed, Victoria*  between 1920 and 1940  
bromoil photograph  
Pictures Collection  
[nla.cat-vn6578806](nla.cat-vn6578806)

Olive Cotton (1911–2003)
*Fire Escape*  c.1935  
gelatin silver photograph  
Pictures Collection  
[nla.cat-vn2806893](nla.cat-vn2806893)

Olive Cotton (1911–2003)
*City View from 49 Clarence Street*  1942  
gelatin silver photograph  
Pictures Collection  
[nla.cat-vn1292270](nla.cat-vn1292270)

Olive Cotton (1911–2003)
*Power House*  1964  
gelatin silver photograph  
Pictures Collection  
[nla.cat-vn2824286](nla.cat-vn2824286)
Olive Cotton (1911–2003)
City Rooftops, 1942
gelatin silver photograph
Pictures Collection
nla.cat-vn327078

Wolfgang Sievers (1913–2007)
Olympic Swimming Pool, Melbourne, Victoria 1956
gelatin silver photograph
Pictures Collection
nla.cat-vn2588867

Wolfgang Sievers (1913–2007)
Sir Louis Matheson Library, Menzies Wing and University Union, Monash University, Clayton, Victoria, 1964
gelatin silver photograph
Pictures Collection
nla.cat-vn2332472

Wolfgang Sievers (1913–2007)
Housing Commission Flats at Glebe, New South Wales, 1961
gelatin silver photograph
Pictures Collection
nla.cat-vn3421243

Wolfgang Sievers (1913–2007)
Stanhill Flats Designed by Frederick Romberg, Albert Park, Melbourne 1951
gelatin silver photograph
Pictures Collection
nla.cat-vn4771722

Wolfgang Sievers (1913–2007)
Looking Toward the Sky between Two Buildings in William Street, Melbourne, Victoria, 1968
gelatin silver photograph
Pictures Collection
nla.cat-vn3359899
**Wolfgang Sievers** (1913–2007)
*Exterior of Architect Peter McIntyre’s House in Kew, Victoria, 1959*
gelatin silver photograph
Pictures Collection
[link](nla.cat-vn4600567)

**Wolfgang Sievers** (1913–2007)
*Exterior of Professor Benjamin's House, Canberra, 1958, Architect Alex Jelinek, 1958*
gelatin silver photograph
Pictures Collection
[link](nla.cat-vn4503045)

**Wolfgang Sievers** (1913–2007)
*Mobil and APPM Buildings near Southbank, Melbourne, 1960*
gelatin silver photograph
Pictures Collection
[link](nla.cat-vn809948)

**Wolfgang Sievers** (1913–2007)
*House of Tomorrow Exhibition at Exhibition Building, Melbourne, 1949*
gelatin silver photograph
Pictures Collection
[link](nla.cat-vn2622209)

**Wolfgang Sievers** (1913–2007)
*House of Architect Peter McIntyre on the Yarra, Kew, Victoria, 1956*
gelatin silver photograph
Pictures Collection
[link](nla.cat-vn2625960)

**Wolfgang Sievers** (1913–2007)
*First House at Glen Waverley, Victoria, 1968, Architects Pettit and Sevitt 1968*
gelatin silver photograph
Pictures Collection
[link](nla.cat-vn3409360)
**Wolfgang Sievers** (1913–2007)

*ICI House, East Melbourne, 1958, Architects Bates, Smart and McCutcheon*, 1958
gelatin silver photograph
Pictures Collection
nla.cat-vn3964109

**Wolfgang Sievers** (1913–2007)

*Comalco Aluminium Used in the Construction of the National Gallery of Victoria, Melbourne, Architect: Roy Grounds, 1968*, 18
gelatin silver photograph
Pictures Collection
nla.cat-vn4306828

**Wolfgang Sievers** (1913–2007)

*Sweeney Reed at the Reed’s Heide, Templestowe, Melbourne, Victoria, Australia, 1968*
gelatin silver photograph
Pictures Collection
nla.cat-vn4559170

**John Gollings** (b.1944)

*Klein Bottle House in Rye, Mornington Peninsula, Victoria, 2007*
colour inkjet print
Pictures Collection
nla.cat-vn8036547

**John Gollings** (b.1944)

*Aerial View of Parliament House, Canberra 2008*
colour inkjet print
Pictures Collection
nla.cat-vn8036543

**John Gollings** (b.1944)

*Penleigh and Essendon Grammar School, Essendon, Victoria, 2011*
colour inkjet print
Pictures Collection
nla.cat-vn8036510
David Moore (1927–2003)

*Martin Place, Sydney 1949*
gelatin silver photograph
Pictures Collection
nla.cat-vn2258634

David Moore (1927–2003)

*Sydney Opera House, 1968*
gelatin silver photograph
Pictures Collection
nla.cat-vn736152

David Moore (1927–2003)

*Surry Hills Street, 1948*
gelatin silver photograph
Pictures Collection
nla.cat-vn2259018

Sidney Nolan (1917–1992)

*Birdsville Hotel, Queensland, 1952* (2011 printing)
archival inkjet photograph
Pictures Collection
nla.cat-vn5982181

Mark Strizic (1928–2012)

*Intersection of Swanston and Flinders Street, Flinders Street Station, Melbourne, January 1964*
gelatin silver photograph
Pictures Collection
nla.cat-vn734628

Mark Strizic (1928–2012)

*Row of Victorian Terrace Houses in Albert Street, East Melbourne, October 1963*
gelatin silver photograph
Pictures Collection
nla.cat-vn734466
Mark Strizic (1928–2012)
*Facade of the Queen Victoria building South-east Corner of Swanston and Collins Streets, Melbourne, c.1960*
gelatin silver photograph
Pictures Collection
nla.cat-vn733716

Mark Strizic (1928–2012)
*The Shrine of Remembrance, July 1967*
gelatin silver photograph
Pictures Collection
nla.cat-vn734285

Max Dupain (1911–1992)
*C.B. Alexander Presbyterian Agricultural College, Tocal, Hunter Valley, New South Wales, 1967*
gelatin silver photograph
Pictures Collection
nla.cat-vn8033284

Max Dupain (1911–1992)
*Corner Park and George Streets 1940s*
gelatin silver photograph
Pictures Collection
nla.cat-vn1584500

Max Dupain (1911–1992)
*Sydney Opera House, 1980*
gelatin silver photograph
Pictures Collection
nla.cat-vn61621

Frank Hurley (1885–1962)
*Australian Academy of Science Building, Canberra c.1959*
gelatin silver photograph
Pictures Collection
nla.cat-vn4838927
Frank Hurley (1885–1962)
*William Street Branching Out to Kings Cross, Victoria Street, etc., Sydney* 1950s
gelatin silver photograph
Pictures Collection
nla.cat-vn3075103

Frank Hurley (1885–1962)
*Town Hall, Brisbane* 1940s
gelatin silver photograph
Pictures Collection
nla.cat-vn8127230

Frank Hurley (1885-1962)
*Elizabeth Farm, Parramatta, Sydney* c.1945
gelatin silver photograph
Pictures Collection
nla.cat-vn8127216

Richard Stringer (b.1936)
*South Elevation Detail of Booloominbah at the University of New England, Armidale, New South Wales, 1976* (2015 printing)
digital print reproduction of silver gelatin print
Pictures Collection
nla.cat-vn6936407

Richard Stringer (b.1936)
digital print reproduction of silver gelatin print
Pictures Collection
nla.cat-vn6938455

Richard Stringer (b.1936)
*Congregational Chapel, Bagdad, Tasmania, 1977* (2015 printing)
digital print reproduction of silver gelatin print
Pictures Collection
nla.cat-vn6938910
**Richard Stringer** (b.1936)
digital print reproduction of silver gelatin print
Pictures Collection
[nla.cat-vn6939002](nla.cat-vn6939002)

**Jeffrey Smart** (1921–2013)
*Kapunda Church, 1946*
watercolour
Pictures Collection
[nla.cat-vn7381299](nla.cat-vn7381299)

**Jeffrey Smart** (1921–2013)
*The Torrens Weir*  c.1947
watercolour
Pictures Collection
[nla.cat-vn7381305](nla.cat-vn7381305)

**Howard Arkley** (1951–1999)
*Untitled (Suburban House), 1993*
hand-coloured print
Pictures Collection
[nla.cat-vn5808963](nla.cat-vn5808963)

**Philip Quirk** (b.1948)
*Oxford Street Profile*
Woollahra, NSW: Philip Quirk, 2011
Printed Australiana
[nla.cat-vn6152831](nla.cat-vn6152831)

**Jordan Halsall**
*No Masters*
Melbourne: Diane Incorporated, 2018
Printed Australiana
[nla.cat-vn7732333](nla.cat-vn7732333)
Maggie Diaz (1925–2016)
*Audience at the Myer Music Bowl, Melbourne, c.1965* (2012 printing)
inkjet reproduction of gelatin silver photograph
Pictures Collection
nla.cat-vn6001047

Maggie Diaz (1925–2016)
*Higgins Boys Climbing Down the Side of Their House, Malvern, Melbourne, c.1970* (2012 printing)
inkjet reproduction of gelatin silver photograph
Pictures Collection
nla.cat-vn6001150

Ruth Maddison (b. 1945)
*Nicola and Bernadette, 24, at Their Home in the Fountain Caravan Park, Eden, 1 December 2000*
gelatin silver photograph
Pictures Collection
nla.cat-vn3099592

Ruth Maddison (b. 1945)
*Broadmeadows Railway Station, Melbourne 1984*
gelatin silver photograph
Pictures Collection
nla.cat-vn2304593

Robin Vaughan Francis Smith (b. 1927)
*Early Use of Solar Energy on House in about 1964, Kununurra, Western Australia*
gelatin silver photograph
Pictures Collection
nla.cat-vn2072071
Robin Vaughan Francis Smith (b.1927)
*B.P. Oil Refinery in Perth about 1962, Western Australia*
gelatin silver photograph
Pictures Collection
nla.cat-vn2072081

William Yang (b.1943)
*Hail Remaining after a Storm, Seen in Front of School of Art Building, Australian National University, Canberra, 2007*
colour inkjet digital print
Pictures Collection
nla.cat-vn4399549

Ern McQuillan (1926–2018)
*A Deserted Farmhouse on the Outskirts of Maitland, N.S.W., When the Town Was Ravaged by a Flood, 1955*
gelatin silver photograph
Pictures Collection
nla.cat-vn3308235

Rodney Dekker (b.1974)
*Tim, a Gippsland Lakes Yacht Club Worker, Rowing a Dinghy in Front of the Flooded Clubhouse Adjacent to the Esplanade, Gippsland, Victoria, 2007*
direct thermal print
Pictures Collection
nla.cat-vn4318879

Bruce Howard (b.1936)
*Prime Minister Gough Whitlam Is Taken on a Tour of the Wreckage in Darwin, 1974*
Melbourne: Herald and Weekly Times, 1974
gelatin silver photograph
Pictures Collection
nla.cat-vn3076184
These Abandoned and Burnt Out Motor Cars, Standing near What Remains of a Hotel at Fern Tree, February, 1967

gelatin silver photograph
Pictures Collection
nla.cat-vn3675810

Martin Mischkulnig (b.1969)
Lynchford, Tasmania, 2006
colour inkjet print
Pictures Collection
nla.cat-vn7789491

Martin Mischkulnig (b.1969)
Marlene and Keith, Mathinna, Tasmania, 2006
colour inkjet print
Pictures Collection
nla.cat-vn7789452

Dave Tacon (b.1976)
Children on Play Equipment at the Housing Estate at 120 Racecourse Road, Flemington, Victoria, 15 March 2006
colour inkjet print
Pictures Collection
nla.cat-vn3701153

Trish Ainslie and Roger Garwood (b.1945)
Coolgardie 1992
colour inkjet print
Pictures Collection
nla.cat-vn3092967

Jon Rhodes (b.1947)
Sainsbury Street, Ngambri, Wanniassa, Australian Capital Territory, 1998
gelatin silver photograph
Pictures Collection
nla.cat-vn4666141
Mervyn Bishop (b.1945)
*Aboriginal Men and Women at a Campsite and Old Bus in Background, Yallambie Reserve, Mount Isa, Queensland, 1974*
gelatin silver photograph
Pictures Collection
nla.cat-vn6854114

Albert Namatjira (1902–1959)
*Glen Helen Homestead c.1946*
watercolour
Pictures Collection
nla.cat-vn6975331

Arthur Horner (1916–1997)
*Architecture in Australia, 1* 1980
pen and ink
Pictures Collection
nla.cat-vn4967641

Arthur Horner (1916–1997)
*Architecture in Australia, 2* 1980
pen and ink
Pictures Collection
nla.cat-vn4968687

Arthur Horner (1916–1997)
*Architecture in Australia, 3* 1980
pen and ink
Pictures Collection
nla.cat-vn4968691

Robert Ingpen (b.1936)
*Australia: Discover Yesterday Today*
Australia: Australian Tourist Commission, 1973
Pictures Collection
nla.cat-vn4968387
Cedric Flower (1920–2000)
*Public Buildings 1811–1900*
Sydney: National Trust of Australia (NSW), c.1977
Pictures Collection
nla.cat-vn6488718

Cedric Flower (1920–2000)
*The Houses We Lived In, 1*
Sydney: National Trust of Australia (NSW), c.1977
Pictures Collection
nla.cat-vn6488722

Cedric Flower (1920–2000)
*The Houses We Lived In, 2*
Sydney: National Trust of Australia (NSW), c.1977
Pictures Collection
nla.cat-vn6488727

Robert Emerson Curtis (1898–1996)
*Follow the Sun by Clipper To Canberra, Australia’s National Capital*
Melbourne: Australian National Publicity Association, 1940s
Pictures Collection
nla.cat-vn1732931

John Eldershaw (1892–1973)
*Historic Tasmania, Port Arthur*
Hobart: Tasmanian Government Tourist Bureau, 1940s
Pictures Collection
nla.cat-vn210429

Martin Sharp (1942–2013)
*The Sydney Opera House Is Ten, 20 October 1983*
Sydney: Martin Sharp, 1983
Pictures Collection
nla.cat-vn4704027
Richard Stringer (b.1936)
_Brampton Island Airport, Queensland, 21 August 1968, 2_ (2013 printing)
digital print reproduction of silver gelatin print
Pictures Collection
nla.cat-vn6454084

Joyce Evans
_Big Merino, Goulburn, New South Wales, 1994_
gelatin silver photograph
Pictures Collection
nla.cat-vn2255736

Richard Woldendorp (b.1927)
_Outhouses, Western Australia, c.1965_
gelatin silver photograph
Pictures Collection
nla.cat-vn3119665

Suzon Fuks (b.1959)
_House Coming over A Hill! Being Relocated to Boscombe Road, Brookfield, Queensland, November 2004_
gelatin silver photograph
Pictures Collection
nla.cat-vn3353637

Jeff Carter (1928–2010)
_Booligal Hotel, a Famous Institution, Now Destroyed, Booligal, New South Wales, c.1957_
gelatin silver photograph
Pictures Collection
nla.cat-vn4189229

Jeff Carter (1928–2010)
_Sun Pictures, Broome, Western Australia, 1963_
gelatin silver photograph
Pictures Collection
nla.cat-vn4231783
Jeff Carter (1928–2010)
*The Little Woman, Ultimo, New South Wales, 1960*
gelatin silver photograph
Pictures Collection
nla.cat-vn7014472

Jeff Carter (1928–2010)
*Ultimo Skyline, Sydney, 1961*
gelatin silver photograph
Pictures Collection
nla.cat-vn3104092

Jeff Carter (1928–2010)
*Beach Houses at Black Rock, Port Phillip Bay, 1965*
gelatin silver photograph
Pictures Collection
nla.cat-vn1849342

Jeff Carter (1928–2010)
*An Exterior View of a Dwelling and Garage, Coober Pedy, 1970*
gelatin silver photograph
Pictures Collection
nla.cat-vn3997084

Jeff Carter (1928–2010)
*Railway Square on a Saturday, 1962*
gelatin silver photograph
Pictures Collection
nla.cat-vn3548999

Jeff Carter (1928–2010)
*Tibooburra, New South Wales, c.1968*
gelatin silver photograph
Pictures Collection
nla.cat-vn3997104